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Automotive:

Auto sector loses speed on high logistics cost  +Info

Auto firms take to multi-modal ways to cut costs +Info

Business agreements: 

India and US to chart out future cooperation  +Info

Oman-India willing to strengthen trade ties  +Info

Australian govt keen on pact with India +Info

Energy:

Oil & gas sector may get safety regulator  +Info

Canada eyes partnership with energy companies  +Info

Finance: 

RBI cracks the whip on retail finance schemes  +Info

Sebi set to ease entry norms for long-only foreign funds  +Info

FMCG:

FMCG companies take legal route for trademark infringement  +Info

Food:

Govt notifies food security law  +Info

Premium international beer brands bet big on India  +Info

Rs 1,250-crore Indian cheese market expected to grow 20% annually  +Info

Infrastructure:

Road Ministry to continue with public-private partnership mode  +Info

Top builders sitting on Rs 58,000-cr inventory  +Info

Industry:

Swedish hygiene products company SCA to set up Rs 145 cr manufacturing facility in India +Info

India and China agree to enhance cooperation in the media sector  +Info

Govt paves way for Rs 50k-cr chip fab projects +Info

Media & Entertainment industry to grow at 18% +Info

IT:

Indian IT to benefit from uptick in outsourcing demand  +Info

New rules offer safe harbour to IT firms +Info

Pharma & Health:

New drug policy forces many pharmacies to shut shop  +Info

MNC generic players tap India as cheaper manufacturing lures  +Info
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 Hindu Wedding &
Rituals

A Hindu wedding is called Vivaah or

Vivaha. The wedding ceremony is

traditionally conducted entirely, or at

least partially in Sanskrit, considered by

Hindus as the language of holy

ceremonies. The local language of the

people involved is also used. The

Hindus attach a lot of importance to

marriages, the ceremonies are very

colourful, and celebrations may extend

for several days. The bride's and

groom's home - entrance, doors, wall,

floor, roof - are sometimes decorated

with colors, balloons and other

decorations.

 

There is no single standard Hindu

marriage ceremony. Regional

variations and considerable flexibility in

the rituals are prevalent. The variations

may be based on family traditions, local

traditions, resources of the marrying

families, and other factors. Some of the

key rituals are performed in slightly

different ways in different regions.

 

Nevertheless, there are a few key rituals

common in Hindu weddings -

Kanyadaan, Panigrahana, and

Saptapadi, which are respectively,
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Govt clears 15 FDI proposals worth Rs 2,000.5 crore  +Info

DIPP proposes 100% FDI in railway projects  +Info
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FDI norms for construction sector likely to be eased +Info
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RBI relaxes norms to raise funds from abroad  +Info
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Saptapadi, which are respectively,

gifting away of daughter by the father,

voluntarily holding hand near the fire to

signify union, and taking seven steps

with each step includes a vow/promise

to each other before fire. The primary

witness of a Hindu marriage is the fire-

deity (or the Sacred Fire) Agni, in the

presence of family and friends.

 

The pre-wedding and post-wedding

rituals and celebrations vary by region,

preferences or the resources of the

groom, bride and their families. They

can range from one day to multi-day

events. Pre-wedding ceremonies

include engagement, and arrival of the

groom's party at the bride's residence,

often in the form of a formal procession

with dancing and music. The post-

wedding ceremonies may include

Grihapravesa - the welcoming of the

bride to her new home.

 

The Hindu wedding is the most

important and extensive personal ritual

an adult Hindu undertakes in his or her

life. Typical Hindu families spend

significant effort and financial resources

to prepare and celebrate weddings.

 

 

 "All action results from
thought, so it is thoughts

that matter"

Sai Baba- Indian Guru,
Yogi and Saint
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